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THE LAKES REGION WINGS
October 2017

Our 29th Year

From the Chapter Directors
Monthly Gathering & Breakfast

October 8 , 2017
8 AM Breakfast / 9 AM Topic Review
Greenside Restaurant @ Lochmere Golf Course
th

William & Patricia Dillion will lead a ride to follow to
Enfield, NH with lunch at Mickey’s Café. There is a
HUGE menu so you might want to check it out before
you get there: www.mickeys.cafe.

Pumpkin Festival – Laconia NH
Each year Cooper Products in Laconia has used
their parking lot for Pumpkin Festival Parking. They
are located a very short distance from the center of
activities.

Volunteer Duties will include:
• Collect Parking Fee and provide a parking pass
• Direct cars to the parking lot and to spaces.
• Offer Water for Sale
• Collect Parking Passes as cars leave the parking
lot.
Please let me know if you would be willing to donate
a few hours on Saturday to support this effort.
Volunteers will be able to park for free, so when your
fulfilling volunteer experience is over you can pop over
to enjoy the festival.
Times: Saturday, October 14th:
• 12pm - 2pm
•
2pm - 4pm
•
4pm - 6pm
•
6pm - 8pm
•
Other time frame
Please let me know if you can help and the times!
Tell all your friends to come park with us! Most
places will be charging $15 – we are charging $10
and are really close to festivities.

This year they have graciously offered the opportunity
to GWRRA NH-G. We have accepted and we will
charge $10.00 per car and do this as a fundraiser. We
will have banners and parking signs to aid us in our
efforts.
•
•
•

Part of the money we will donate to Cooper for
giving us the opportunity.
The rest of the money we will donate to the Laconia
Christmas Village.
We will sell water, and possibly hot chocolate
(I have urns) if we can figure out the power
requirements.

Hope to see you on the
road soon and remember
it’s OK to
“Just Wanna Ride”

John & Carole Sheehan
NH Chapter G Directors

Nobody has more Fun than “G”!
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Location: Belknap Mill, 25 Beacon Street East
Laconia NH 03246
Cost: $30.00 per person (If you are a member of the
Belknap Mill the cost would be $25.00 per person.)
RSVP Deadline with Payment via Pre-Registration
Form: November 1, 2017

Need ideas for
the October
Dine-Out
Location
OR….

We still need to finalize the paint project but have
decided not to do a motorcycle again. We are also
waiting to hear back if spouses/partners can share a
canvas if they want.
Crackers and Cheese will be provided by the Mill and
we bring our own beverages of choice.

For October it would
be fun if we could
plan a Halloween
party with costumes,
games, food and fun!
Costumes could be
optional but what fun
we could have.
Anyone interested
in hosting a pot luck
costume party?

November is the kick off to the holiday season and
right after Thanksgiving the Laconia Christmas
VillageEHJLQV. Bob Hamel participates in this event
HDFKyear. It would be great if we could add this to
RXUannual events and volunteer our time and talents.
From making cookies to volunteering some hours
on site. We could make a real difference in a child,
disabled or seniors life.

November 18, 2017 Paint & Dine
Saturday Afternoon Paint Session followed by dinner
at a local establishment to be decided after we know
how many folks are participating. We had so much
fun at the winter event we decided we needed to do
it again.
Artist / Instructor: Larry Frates, Frates Creates

Saturday, December 9th at 6:00 PM
NH-G Christmas Party
More details will be coming soon

Nobody has more Fun than “G”!
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NH-G
PAINT & DINE
WHEN: November 18th, 2017
TIME:
2:00 – 4:00 PM
WHERE: Belknap Mill
25 Beacon Street East
Laconia NH 03246
www.belknapmill.org

TO RESERVE:
 Complete & Mail Registration Form with
full payment
 Payment must be received no later than
October 31, 2017
COST - $30.00 per person

BYOB / Crackers & Cheese will be
provided. Dine out to follow.
Names Attending ______________________

_________________________

______________________

_________________________

$30.00 x _______

Total $____________

Painting – Belknap Mill Member
$25.00 x _______
Membership # __________________________

Total $____________

Painting – Non Member

Make Checks Payable to: GWRRA Chapter NH-G
Submission Deadline – October 31, 2017
Send Checks & Registration Form to: Carole Sheehan
NH-G Director
13 Charles Street
Farmington, NH 03835
QUESTIONS - CONTACT
Carole Sheehan
or
John Sheehan
603-973-4011
603-755-3414
directors.nhg@gmail.com
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Rewind
highway and headed to Knoxville, TN (home to Wing
Ding 2018).

Sidewalk
art in
historic
downtown
Grapevine

WING DING 39 is over and NH-G had the Sheehan’s,
Mike Vaillancourt and Barbara Vik in attendance.
NH-G rode the bikes down with Ron & Susie Black
and Armand Guillemette from NH-E. The trip home
added Pat Brems from NH-E who flew to Grapevine
and rode home on the Goldwing he purchased and
picked up at Wing Ding.

Day One: We left on Friday, August 25th in the morning
and drove to Hazelton, PA where we spent the night.
Day Two: Driving to Marion, VA via the highway.
Day Three: Play Day! We did the “Back of the Dragon”
from Marion, VA to Tazewell, VA and some of the
loop roads off Route 16. We stopped for gas at Buds
Market and ended up having lunch there. They have
an amazing food counter in the back where they make
everything from scratch and it was really inexpensive.
We returned to the” Back of Dragon” and did it again
from Tazewell to Marion. From there we got on the

Day Four: Highway driving in light rain (for the most
part) from Knoxville, TN to Little Rock, AR.
Day Five: Highway driving from Little Rock, AR to
Grapevine, TX. Check in to the Gaylord and a great
dinner at Dino’s in downtown Grapevine.
WING DING was a great time.

Nobody has more Fun than “G”!
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There were lots of distractions at the Gaylord to keep
us busy.

The convention center had some great vendors
(unfortunately with Hurricane Harvey some of the
vendors were unable to attend) and we probably spent
way too much money on more bike stuff, bling and
GWRRA apparel over the course of the next four days.
It was nice to see the apparel though since you can’t
always trust the sizing when you order online.
We got to meet and talk with Anita Alkire, GWRRA
President several times during the conference. She
was welcoming and honest about GWRRA, its future
and the upcoming changes, during our one-on-one
conversations and at the Chapter Directors Meeting
and we are optimistic that as an organization, certainly
a chapter, we can focus on FUN and less business.
That is our goal anyway.

The ride home took the group home via Route 66, The
St. Louis Arch, Indianapolis Speedway and Niagara
Falls.
We participated in the Grand Parade and carried the
NH Flag

Nobody has more Fun than “G”!
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Along for the ride were John & Carole Sheehan,
Bob & Madalyn Sprague, Bruce & Lynda Hartley, Ernie
& Donna Brown, Mike Vaillancourt & Barbara Vik. Not
everyone climbed up to the Staircase to No Where but
those who did had a picture taken.

August 28, 2018 - September 1, 2018
Convention Center
Knoxville, TN
Early Bird Registration Deadline: May 1, 2018
Advance Registration Deadline: May 2, 2018
Click For More Information

Madame Sherri’s September Ride
It was a small gathering in September but a beautiful
day. We quickly finished the topic reviews and got
on our bikes to enjoy the pleasant temperatures and
open roads as we drove to Madame Sherri’s forest in
Chesterfield, NH.

Some folks decided it was better to get arrested for
illegal parking. Can you identify them? There will be
quiz at the October gathering to see if you can identify
your chapter friends.

Nobody has more Fun than “G”!
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Charlie played Good Will Ambassador

Donna and Ernie Brown planned a great ride up to
Cornish Maine and lunch at the Bay Haven. Joining
the ride Donna & Ernie Brown, Bob & Beryl Reid,
Bob & Kaye Hamel, Charlie Collins, Roger and Bev
Kindred, John & Carole Sheehan and a colleague of
Bob Hamel’s, Dave. Vic & Carol Cloutier joined us for
ice cream.

We couldn’t have asked for nicer weather, great food
and we ended it with ice cream at Jordan’s in Weirs
Beach.

September Dine-Out @ Tilt’n Diner
WOW…23 folks in attendance.
•

Bob & Beryl Reid

•

Bob & Kaye Hamel

•

Bob & Madalyn Sprague

•

Bruce & Lynda Hartley

•

Charlie Collins

•

Ernie & Donna Brown

•

John & Carole Sheehan

•

Lee & Meri Hirtle

•

Mike Vaillancourt & his niece Priscilla

•

Phil & Linda Allard

•

Roger & Bev Kindred

•

Dave & Bonnie Bolster (District)

Our waitress did a great job and the staff was really
attentive to our needs. We all sat in the same section
in booths but it gave folks the opportunity to sit with
different people and have some good conversations.
Everyone seemed to have a good time.
Hope to see you at our October and November FUN
Member events!
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From the Assistant Chapter Directors
Chapter G’s the Place to Be
Since we weren’t able to submit an article last
month we are going to cover the last two months
of “happenings” with NH Chapter G. There has
certainly been a lot going on both in everyone’s
personal lives and with the Chapter.
Our weekend away was a great success. Even
though it takes a considerable amount of work to
organize something like this, that work was also
a great deal of fun. It’s very gratifying when our
members come up to us and say, “Great Job!”
or “I’d love to help with next year’s plans.” There
was not anyone that didn’t participate in the
varied activities and that made it great fun. We
had a beautiful day for the ride and scavenger
hunt followed by a great BBQ dinner. The evening
games were fun and maybe a little hysterical.
Please consider joining us next year or maybe
you would like to make a suggestion as to where
we might check into for next year.
We have just firmed up the plans to have a Paint
Party at the Belknap Mill on November 18th @
2PM and then go to an early dinner afterwards.
Larry Frates will be our instructor and he is just a
lot of fun to learn from. The venue is a BYOB so
we will bring some wine and the Mill will put out
cheese & crackers. The cost is $25 for Belknap
Mill members and $30 for non-members and you
get to bring home your painting. Even if you don’t
think you can paint, you can do this. You will be
amazed how well they come out.

using Cooper Products parking lot on Saturday,
October 14th from Noon to 7ish. We are charging
$10 per car and the proceeds will be donated to the
Christmas Village in Laconia. Please volunteer
to work a couple of hours that day and go enjoy
the Pumpkin Fest after or before. It’s a pretty
amazing and fun afternoon. They add something
every year so there is always something new to
see.
Bob & I picked up the motorcycle lift from Mike
Vaillancourt a couple of weekends ago. We are
working on getting it installed before cold weather
sets in so it will be ready to use in May for Garage
Day 2018 at our house.
We’ll see you at the Chapter Gathering on 8th.
Stay safe,

Bob & Beryl Reid
NH Chapter G Assistant Directors

As you will see in this newsletter we will be
parking cars for the Pumpkin Fest. We will be
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GWRRA Chapter
Rider Education
What If?
Have you ever done “What If” scenarios? You
know the type of thing where you analyze what
could have happed under certain circumstances?
Well while riding home from a Chapter NH-G
dine-out after dark, all sorts of “What-If” situations
started running through my head.
As I’m riding down the Interstate Highway, I start
imagining “What If” a moose or deer ran out in
front of me. I told myself that I shouldn’t fixate on
the animal and that maybe, since I had my niece
on the back of the bike, that I should probably slow
down a bit to give me more reaction time in such a
situation. The headlights on the new bikes surely
put out more candlepower than my old “75” Wing,
but we should not be lulled into a false sense of
security because a new Wing rides and handle’s
so well. You can easily overdrive your headlamps
on these new bikes where you can find yourself
going too fast after dark.
Then I start thinking…”What If” it starts to rain?
Am I prepared? Do I have rain suits for both rider
and passenger so that if we get a downpour, that
we can remain dry and warm? I don’t care who
you are, if you are wet and cold, even just a few
miles seem like they are twice as far.

bike, especially the sides, where he can see me
on the darkest of nights?
I guess the point of this article is, am I driving
correctly for the road conditions? Do I have
the right equipment on board the bike if those
conditions change suddenly? And lastly, have I
made sure that when driving after dark, does my
bike have enough lights and reflectors to make
sure that we are seen well enough to give other
drivers enough time to react if we have to do
something quickly and am I driving a speed that
does not exceed the distance that I can see with
my headlamps?
Let’s all take a few minutes to check to see if
we are prepared enough to handle any “What If”
situation that may occur.
Let’s all keep it safe out there!

Mike
Vaillancourt
Chapter NH-G
Educator

Then my last scenario that I thought about on the
way home was, “What If” that car can’t see me.
Have I made sure that I am giving him enough
time to react? Do I have enough lights on the

Nobody has more Fun than “G”!
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NH Chapter G STAFF
Chapter Directors, Carole & John Sheehan
directors.nhg@gmail.com

603-973-4011

Assistant Chapter Directors, Beryl & Bob Reid
bobnberyl@metrocast.net
603-892-6854

International Director of GWRRA, Ray & Sandy Garris
800-843-9460
director@gwrra.org
Region B Directors, Tom & Renee Wasluck
		570-474-1014
regionbdirectors.tom.renee@gmail.com
2017 Region B couple of the Year
Bob & Julie Ahear
		301-997-1254
rahearn914@aol.com

Chapter Treasurer, Linda Allard
LPAllard1954@comcast.net

603-491-9377

Membership Enhancement Coordinators
Meri & Lee Hirtle
msgtlee@metrocast.net
Chapter Store Keepers, Bob & Kaye Hamel
rhamel2@myfairpoint.net
603-524-6360
Chapter Educator, Mike Vaillancourt
gwrra.nh-g@comcast.net

603-276-0715

Chapter Ride Coordinator, Please Volunteer

NH District Directors, David & Bonnie Bolster
603-315-9471
gwrranh.district@gmail.com
NH Asst. District Director, Ron & Susie Black
603-532-9342
darkcat1@myfairpoint.net
NH District Educator, Dick Bernier
978-496-4363
rbernier123@gmail.com

Chapter Photographer, Bob Reid
bobnberyl@metrocast.net

603-892-6854

Chapter G Goodwill Ambassador, Charles Collins
			
603-875-0184
Chapter Sunshine Coordinator, Kaye Hamel
rhamel2@myfairpoint.net
603-524-6360
2017 Chapter Couple of the Year, Meri & Lee Hirtle
msgtlee@metrocastnet

District Memb. Enhancement Coord., Carole Sheehan
603-973-4011
directorsnhg@gmail.com

Newsletter Editor, Carol Cloutier
info@brooksidestudionh.com

603-569-3288

Website Coordinator, Carole Sheehan
directors.nhg@gmail.com

603-973-4011

District Treasurer, Julie Bernier
Juliekb25@comcast.net

2017 New Hampshire Chapter Directors
A – Concord/Manchester ..................... Chris & Lynne Christiansen gwrra.nh.a@gmail.com
G – Laconia/Lakes Region .................... John & Carole Sheehan 603-755-3414 directors.nhg@gmail.com
E – Keene/Monadnock Region .............. Ron & SuZie Black 603-532-9342 darkcat1@myfairpoint.com
T – Hampton/Seacoast Region……....... Tom & Kathy Fallon 978-294-9772 gwrranht@gmail.com

Nobody has more Fun than “G”!
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2017 Ride Schedule
Sunday, October 8	NH-G

NH-G Monthly Gathering & Foliage Ride - 8 AM Breakfast / 9 AM 		

		

Meeting & Ride Greenside @ Lochmere, 360 Laconia Road, Tilton, NH

Sunday, October 8

NH-T Monthly Meeting - American Legion at 10$0

NH-T

		

232 Calef Highway, Epping, NH

Friday, October 20

NH-A Monthly Meeting - Wingate Hall, Bethany Chapel - 54 Newbury 		

NH-A

		

Road, Manchester, NH, Dinner @ 6:3030 Meeting @730

Wednesday, October 25	NH-G	NH-G Dine Out 6 PM - TBD
Friday, October 27

NH-E

NH-E Monthly Meeting - @ 6:3030 at Emma’s 321 Pub & Kitchen

		

377 RtH 202, Rindge, NH.

Saturday, October 28

NH-E

NH-E Beech Hill Farm Hopkington, NH

Sunday, November 12

NH-T

NH-T Monthly Meeting - American Legion at 10:00$0

		

232 Calef Highway, Epping, NH

Sunday, November 12	NH-G

NH-G Monthly Gathering & Ride - 8 AM Breakfast / 9 AM

		

Meeting & Ride

		

Greenside @ Lochmere, 360 Laconia Road, Tilton, NH

Friday, November 17

NH-A Monthly Meeting - Wingate Hall, Bethany Chapel - 54 Newbury 		

NH-A

		

Road, Manchester, NH - Dinner @ 300HHWLQJ#30

Friday, November 24

NH-E Monthly Meeting @ 6:3030 at Emma’s 321 Pub & Kitchen

NH-E

		

377 RtH 202, Rindge, NH.

Saturday, December 9	NH-G	Christmas Party & CHINESE AUCTION 6 PM
		

Greenside @ Lochmere, 360 Laconia Road, Tilton, NH

New Hampshire Goldwing Chapter Gathrings

NH-G (Laconia)
2nd Sunday of the month at 8:30 am @ Greenside
Restaurant at the Lochmere Country Club
360 Laconia Road, Tilton, N.H
**Breakfast is at 8 am Meeting starts promptly at 9 am

NH-E (Keene)
Last Friday of every month at 6:30 pm @ Emma’s
321 Pub & Kitchen,
377 US Route 202, Rindge NH 03461

NH-A (Manchester)
3rd Friday of the month at 7:00 pm @ Wingate
Hall/Bethany Chapel (Adjacent to Manchester
Airport) 54 Newbury Road, Manchester NH 03103

NH-T (Epping)
2nd Sunday of the month at 10:00 am - American
Legion Post 51, Lower Level Meeting Room
232 Calef Hwy (Route 125)
Epping, nH 03042
N

Nobody has more Fun than “G”!
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Until the Chapter gets a Motorist Awareness Coordinator, Nick Hoppner from the
Colorado District, will graciously provide us with MAD articles. Editor

Did You Know…?
By Nick Hoppner

Did you know that taking your eyes off the road for more
than two seconds doubles your risk of a crash? The National
Highway Traffic Safety Administration estimated in
2012 that distraction was a factor about 10 percent of
all fatal motor vehicle crashes and 18 percent of all
crashes causing injury.

Do you know why they could only estimate the
exact toll? The answer is because accident investigators
(usually police) often have difficulty measuring the
extent to which driver distraction is a contributing
factor in a crash. Wireless device records are usually
only accessed in cases of death or serious injury, and
(no surprise here!) drivers may not admit fault
and police may not always be able to discern the role
of distraction. In other words, in the aftermath of a
crash, distracted drivers lie to investigating officers
about where their attention was when the accident
occurred! Methods of reporting are improving, but
current estimates likely underestimate how frequently
distraction causes crashes.
The American Automobile Association’s Foundation
for Traffic Safety’s annual Traffic Safety Culture Index,
which measures national attitudes towards road safety,

consistently finds that drivers are willing to engage
in distracting behaviors behind the wheel despite

knowing the dangers.

Ignoring What You Know isn’t just stupid—it’s
potentially deadly! According to the 2013 Traffic Safety
Culture Index, 83 percent of motorists rated texting
while driving and 58 percent rated cell phone use very
serious threats to their safety, yet many admitted

performing these distracting behaviors while
driving within the previous month. Further, 88

percent of respondents said that distracted drivers were
somewhat or a much bigger problem today than they
were just three years ago.

So Why Do We Do It? The pervasiveness of a “Do
as I say, not as I do” attitude toward distracted driving
highlights the need to spread awareness of the risks
and work with drivers to increase safety on the roads.

As motorcyclists, we are much more at risk of grave
injury or even death as a result of a collision caused by
distracted driving. So we should be prepared to discuss

Nobody has more Fun than “G”!
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“Multitasking” is a Myth!

There Are 3 Types of Distractions: Visual,
Manual, and Cognitive.

Your brain is not designed to work on more than one
task at a time. Instead, it must prioritize which task
it elects to work on at one time. “Hummm, watch the
road ahead or that cute girl?”

1. Visual—your eyes are off the road, looking at
billboards, scenery, or blondes on the sidewalk.
2. Manual—your hands are off the steering
wheel, groping for toll money, coffee, or your
cell phone.
3. Cognitive—your mind is thinking about work,
talk radio, or just daydreaming.

Test yourself. Next time you’re behind the wheel, catch
yourself committing a visual, manual or cognitive
distraction. Believe me, we’re all guilty of doing it.
But now you’re more aware of the tendency and will
(hopefully) share the message about the hazards of
distracted driving with others.

Birthdays & Anniversaries

Happy Birthday and Anniversary to all those listed below

October 5
October 13
October 24

Mike & Kathy Decelles
Bob & Kathy Bilewa
Deb Shepard & Joe Tinker

October 3
October 12
October 15
October 16
October 18
October 18
October 23
October 31

Donna Settino
Vince Laposta
Howard Towne
Bob Reid
Bob Bilewa
Kathy Bilewa
Gary Williams
Ed Heath

Chapter G Wishes You All The Best!
Remember, We can’t post your Birthdays and Anniversaries if we don’t know the dates.
Let us know.

Nobody has more Fun than “G”!
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Guest GWRRA
Rider Education
“What’s

in your future”

by Ace (Howie) Peterson
Guest Educator CO-Q

The article this month continues in a similar vein
as the article last month, using the advertisement
spoof from the Capital One, plus a few thoughts
again from Eric Trow’s article in the October
edition of Rider Magazine “How to Look Better”.
The article addresses an age old concept, since
wheeled vehicles anyway, and especially those
on two wheels in this application. The lessons
learned applies to all wheeled transportation, but
for our edification we will stay with our two and
three wheeled purveyances.
How often did our motorcycle instructors tell
us “head up”? Or mine, Charlie Thayer, “head
up, eyes on the horizon”, followed by tapping
the bottom of his chin. And yet, where do most
motorcyclists focus? Perhaps two bike lengths
ahead, or if we are riding with another unit, on the
back of the rider in front of us. Even those of us
who took Drivers Education in high school, which
taught the same lesson, commit the same sin,
focusing just beyond the hood of the vehicle. We
were repeatedly told to look a minimum of several
cars ahead letting our peripheral vision take care
of closer objects.
As Eric Trow states, “it’s not about where you
are…It’s where you want to be.” As he says, we
are already where we are, so our concentration

should be somewhere out there on the horizon. I
realize there may be some need to look closer in
making sure that vehicle ahead is indeed turning
as the turn signal indicates, or other situation
that demands our immediate attention. On the
open street or highway, focusing “down the road”
allows us to notice traffic, obstructions, potholes,
and etc. thus allowing us the time factor to make
corrective adjustments to our lane of travel. Using
Eric’s statement, looking down the road is looking
into our riding future, where we want to go, and be
in some moment of time.
This brings us back to target fixation, which is
caused by not looking where we wish to go. It
happens on the straight away, in the corners,
and believe it or not, when taking off from being
stopped. No? Have you ever experienced or seen
what we in GWRRA call Wing Wobble? The rider
is looking down right in front of the motorcycle, not
where the intended direction of travel is the goal.
By looking into the future, riding becomes much
smoother, and we don’t get ourselves caught up
short so to speak by that vehicle or motorcycle
just in front of us.
This brings us Eric’s paragraph of “The Slowing
Phenomenon”. How many times have we heard
a sports announcer make the statement that

Nobody has more Fun than “G”!
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“experience makes the game slow down” or
words to that effect? The same thing happens
while riding as Eric states
“When we look just a few bike lengths
ahead, we’re taking in the scene just a
hundred feet or so at a time. And when
we do that, things seem to happen
very, very quickly. But a funny thing
happens when we look farther ahead.
The entire scene seems to slow down;
the sensation of speed diminishes and
the action becomes less frenetic. Slow
down the scene by raising your eyes”.
This effect can bring a sense of calmness to the
scene, making us more relaxed in our riding,
and allowing us to interact at all times in a much
smoother manner.
Now the reader starts thinking about “what is
going on around me”! Not to worry my friend,
notice that Eric nor I stated you have to fixate
in a stare way down the road! Our eyes should
remain active flicking ahead, perhaps just closer
to something in road, scanning the scene on both
sides, actions which take micro seconds, and then
returning back to the horizon. This brings us back
to Eric and a paragraph titled “Trust Your Outside
Vision”.
“We tend to talk quite a bit about where
to concentrate the focus of our vision,
but we often overlook (no pun intended)
the tremendous value of tapping into our
plentiful peripheral vision. You might be
surprised to discover how much visual
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information our eyes are picking up outside
the limits of our primary focal point. While
centering our eyes on a target well ahead,
we can still see exactly where our bike
is placed within the lane, where the road
edge is, and even if there are objects on
the road ahead”. “On a straight section of
road, look into the distance while noting
your position within your lane with your
peripheral vision. See how accurately
you can move from one lane position to
another without looking down. You’ll be
surprised by just how much you can see
when you use all of your vision to look”.
Thinking back over our lives, we have used
peripheral vision millions of times noticing things
around us, perhaps deflecting that spit wad aimed
your direction in class, the deer moving on the side
of the road and many more. We “see” much more
than we realize, all the while keeping our main
attention into the future, where we are traveling
towards.
I realize this is an old lesson of an article, but if
each would admit, how many times does or has
this lesson affected our riding habits. For those
of a certain age, men especially, remember that
advertisement “look good, feel good, by Gillette”?
By keeping our eyes into the future, we not only
ride calmer, ride smoother, but look better as well!
RIDE WITH PRIDE AND CONFIDENCE!

Nobody has more Fun than “G”!
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Member Wanted or For Sale

This is for Chapter Members to advertise for Motorcycle items that they are looking for or that they have for sale. Items will
run for three months and then be deleted unless instructed to keep running by the chapter member.

2001 Gold Wing – GL1800A1 – Blue, ABS brakes
Always garaged, excellent condition 50,600 miles, Bike show winner (Best in Show)
CB radio, 6 disk CD changer, XM radio, Garman GPS w/mount, Radar detector, Cell Phone connection, all
connect to helmet
Many chrome accessories and full light package, extra parts,
Hartco Custom seat with cloth eagle cover, back rest and passage arm rests
Heated hand grips, Tulsa windshield, Baker air wings, front and rear Progressive Springs, Belly Pan
Shoei Helmet – white, Bike cover, Luggage rack & bag, full bike cover, Aftermarket pipes
Price $9,800 Must sell $VNLQJ$8,500 cash or bank check, clear title, available Concord NH
Contact Ed Lewis 603-224-5812 or ed_lewis@comcast.net

Trike for Sale

Official Shop loose leaf Honda Shop Manual for
a 2012/Second Generation GL1800 Gold Wing.
Manual is in a 6 ring binder.
Contact Ed Lewis at 603-224-5812 Cost: $50.00

Red 2005, 1800 Honda Gold Wing Hanagan Trike, with 65,820
miles on it. It has been stored in the garage all year round with
lots of extras. Items that will go with it are: Tour Pack, Luggage
Bags, Cover, Helmet with sound with CB radio, and custom
seat. Selling price is $18,000 cash or Bank check.
Call: Judi Lewis, 10 Harvard St., Concord NH 03301
Phone 603-224-5812
GWRRA Chapter NH-A Charter Member
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